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Abstract—Adhesion requirements for PV are often discussed but a detailed quantification based on scientific principles is outstanding. A test for the realistic assessment of requirements is presented. The difference between this test and the conventional peel test is that the test is conducted in-situ during ageing experiments in the climatic cabinet at realistic operating temperatures. Weights are attached to the backsheets of tested PV mini-modules to test stability of adhesion as devices being aged. This test is designed to identify the weakest interface of the multilayer encapsulation system and investigate the difference between field tests and failures (not) observed in certification testing. A series of samples was prepared under a wide range of lamination conditions. Different failure modes and ageing characteristics were observed. Some samples suffered quick failure of the adhesive bonds in the encapsulation system while others withstood forces of 20g/cm for 1000 hours. The test allows a clear discrimination between different samples and links closely to operational requirements.

Index Terms—Adhesion, Ageing, Encapsulation, Lamination, Photovoltaic

I. INTRODUCTION

The reliability and durability of PV modules is the key to the financial success of any PV systems. PV modules rely on packaging materials to provide extended protection for solar cells and electrical circuitry against various operating environments in order to maintain long service life [1]. Typical module packaging materials for c-Si modules, as shown in Fig. 1, include a front glass layer, two layers of encapsulant which sandwich the active materials, and a polymeric layer of backsheet. These are laminated and framed to form a PV module. The different layers form adhesive bonds with each other during lamination. The quality of encapsulation depends on the adhesion at the interfaces, which may also be potential degradation pathways for moisture ingress [2], [3]. Delamination can occur at these interfaces, as well as cohesively. This will enable further moisture ingress into module [4], [5] and may result in corrosion of solar cells, cell fingers, busbars and interconnects, leading to power losses [6], [7]. Delamination is also a major safety risk, which may damage the integrity of the module or lead to the electrical part of module being exposed to ambient surroundings. Delamination is a major reason of field failures as e.g. a statistic by SolarWorld shows that over 90% of the returned modules have delamination related failures [8]. These failures are apparently not being picked up in the process design. This could be due to the current test for adhesion of laminates not being sufficient or the requirements not being set appropriately. The state of the art is a peel test of as-produced modules carried out after exposure to environmentally stresses, which is not very realistic and field failures will be different.

This work focusses on the adhesion requirement and developing an appropriate test. Failures of packaging material at interfaces of glass to encapsulant, encapsulant to backsheet and backsheet sub layers will be investigated as these are the commonly observed failures of fielded PV modules [9]-[13]. Lamination conditions have a significant impact on the adhesion stability and failure modes [14], as will be demonstrated in this paper.

Adhesion deterioration and failure of packaging materials is one of the crucial ageing mechanisms for PV modules. However, up to now, there is no definition of how to test adhesion and how much adhesion is required for PV modules in any of the international standards. In the PV community, the peel test is widely used to characterize interfacial adhesions between rigid front sheet (e.g. glass) and encapsulant (e.g. ethyl vinyl acetate EVA) or flexible backsheet (e.g. multilayer polymeric sheets) and EVA [15], [16]. The test is normally carried out at room condition for samples to investigate the relative change of interfacial adhesion before and after ageing, e.g. the study by Wu [17], which identified the degradation pattern of peel strength between EVA and backsheet under various damp-heat stresses. The peel test investigates adhesions at the interface of interest, which needs careful preparation of the testing samples. It is impractical to conduct the testing on full module level and therefore testing focuses on material components and is performed on mini-modules or laminates.

The outcomes of adhesion tests depend strongly on testing condition, e.g. temperature, as the elasticity of EVA is temperature dependent [18]. The temperature of PV modules during operation is influenced by ambient temperature, irradiance, and wind-speed. At different sites with different climatic conditions, module temperature can easily reach 65 – 85ºC [19]. This can be verified using empirical models, e.g. [20] for rack-mounted modules in the field. Higher temperatures are expected for roof-mounted modules. Mechanical stresses causing adhesion, e.g. the weight of junction box, unsupported cables or cables being pulled, will...
normally be applied at elevated temperature. This is simulated here with a gravity based test during damp-heat exposure, i.e. attaching weights to modules during slightly modified certification tests. This test will result in delamination failure at samples’ weakest interface. The time to delamination is recorded, i.e. the time to failure (TTF). This allows a discrimination between devices and will enable appropriate boundaries to be set for certification testing. The weight attached to the module backsheet ranges from 20g/cm to 1kg/cm in order to identify the response to a range of conditions. The stress levels would represent something like a ‘normal’ junction box weight to potentially some items being caught on connecting wires.

The following part of this paper presents the proposed testing approach that allows the realistic assessment of adhesion needs for PV modules. The result is compared to that of the conventional peel test performed at room condition. All samples were tested to fail against the damp-heat stress that is considered as a standard stress test for PV module durability.

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

Specific samples were produced for the study reported here. These are mini-modules laminated in-house at CREST. Their size is 12.5cm by 20cm with a glass-EVA-solar cell-EVA-backsheet structure. No frames or sealants are used. All materials are commercially available from PV industry, but details are covered by confidentiality. The glass front layer is 2.9mm thick float glass, although this will not change the outcome of the experiment compared to the 3.2mm thick standard glass. Standard 460µm fast cure EVA is used as encapsulant. The backsheet is a tri-layer insulating polymer consisting PET/PET/primer layers. The solar cells used are 1.8W mc-Si cells. These mini-modules were prepared under different lamination temperatures at 125ºC, 135ºC, 140ºC, 145ºC and 150ºC with constant curing time of 10 minutes. These samples are referred to in the following as L125, L135, L140, L145 and L150, respectively.

The lamination temperature has significant impacts on the curing of EVA. The curing rate of EVA increases with the increasing temperature. If the temperature is too high, curing may occur too quickly without completely removing the gases within the module structure and the gases generated during crosslinking, resulting in bubbles and potential adhesive issues. Low temperatures may result in incomplete curing.

Optimum curing temperature ensures good crosslinking of the EVA, which then has a better resistivity to moisture ingress. The crosslinking also converts a thermoplastic material into a network format thermosetting material so that the material will not flow under heat. The measured gel content of the L125 samples was around 70%, which was the lowest. The gel content increases with the increasing lamination temperature.
and reached 91% for L150 samples. All these samples are within specifications set for acceptable gel contents by the industry [21].

The backsheet of each mini-module was prepared 5cm longer than the module’s length to enable easy attachment of a weight. The actual weight was hung at the top part of the backsheet as shown in Fig. 2, which applied a mixture of peel and shear force by its gravity. Different weights of 250g, 500g and 1kg were used. For some samples, the top part of backsheet was cut into narrow strips of 1cm or 2cm wide for testing as demonstrated in Fig. 3. This initial cut significantly increased the force per unit width, which was expected to lead to different failures. All the samples were mounted on a testing frame with 45° tilted angle as show in Fig. 4. This setup was then placed in an environmental chamber operating at 85°C/85%RH. The test is a 135° peel test, which is close to conditions seen in the field. All samples were subjected to test to fail, i.e. tested until delamination occurred. The time when the delamination occurred was recorded for each sample and used as an indicator of the quality of module packaging.

The gravity test is to investigate the adhesion failures at the weakest interface of packaging materials under stressed condition that modules may encounter during the operation of their lifetime. The melting point of EVA is around 60-70°C, which means the EVA may be in different phases under room condition and at 85°C [22]. This increases the likelihood of different failures being identified by the two testing approaches. The other difference between these two approaches is that the gravity test is a constant load testing, i.e. peeling at a constant force, whereas the peel test is a constant displacement testing, i.e. peeling at a constant rate. These differences demonstrate that the presented test is closer to realistic conditions than the peel test used in the laboratory.

III. OBSERVED FAILURES

The weakest interface of the packaging material could change over time, which led to different failure modes at different stress times. Depending on the weight applied to backsheet, different failure modes were observed.

Fig. 5 shows the observed four different types of failures of module packaging during the gravity test. Type A failure is delamination of backsheet sub-layers. This was observed for samples with weight hung from narrow strips only. Type B failure is delamination at the interface between glass and EVA. Type C failure is delamination at the interface between EVA and backsheet. Type D failure is a mix of Type A and Type B that delamination occurred at multiple layers including backsheet sub-layer and between EVA and glass.

All tested samples delaminated eventually, except for the L140 sample with 20g/cm force which did not fail after 1800 hours exposure. The observed delamination categories are summarized in Table I in dependence of the lamination temperature and weight per centimeter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>20g/cm</th>
<th>40g/cm</th>
<th>80g/cm</th>
<th>500g/cm</th>
<th>1000g/cm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L125</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L135</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>AB</td>
<td>AB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L140</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L145</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>AB</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L150</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>AB</td>
<td>AB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I. SUMMARY OF FAILURE CATEGORIES FOR GRAVITY TEST

Figure 5. Different types of failures of module packaging during the gravity test. A) delamination of backsheet sub-layers; B) delamination at the interface between glass and EVA; C) delamination at the interface between EVA and backsheet; D) mix of Type A and Type B failures.
The samples tested with a weight of 500g/cm or 1000g/cm were the samples with narrow strips of backsheets, as shown in Table I. They all experienced fast delamination within 2 hours, which means the adhesion could not cope with the weights. These forces are also not experienced for prolonged periods in the field, and thus this might be over testing the samples. However, cutting of backsheets also led to different failures modes. The L135 and L150 samples presented a mix of Type A and Type B failures, which indicate that the adhesion at backsheet sub-layers and the adhesion at glass/EVA interface were comparable (f_{gs}=f_{bs}). The L140 and L145 samples, which are around the recommended optimum lamination temperature, saw Type A failure only. This suggests that the adhesion at the interface between glass and EVA was improved and better than that at backsheet sub-layers (f_{gs}<f_{bs}).

It was also found that all of the delaminated samples could cope with the weights applied to them and no obvious delamination was further observed when storing at room temperature.

IV. DELAMINATION TIME AND APPLIED WEIGHTS

The observed delamination time for the L125-L150 samples is summarized against the applied weight in Table II. All L125-L150 samples suffered quick failure with weights of 80g/cm and above, which means the adhesion cannot cope with the force. With the decreasing weight to 20g/cm, the delamination time increased to over 1000 hours for L135-L150 samples, as one could expect. The L140 and L145 samples withstand the applied forces for longer.

The weight of 20g/cm is similar to a junction box of PV module (around 200g, 10cm wide). The results presented would be the most relevant to normal field operation. Any additional loading may be observed as abnormal operation, although it is still an unfortunate practice to lift modules at the cables which will easily exert these forces on the backsheet.

V. CONCLUSIONS

An in-chamber gravity test to assess the durability of backsheet adhesion was developed. It was performed at stress condition at 85°C/85%RH and the result was compared to that of the peel strength test conducted at room condition after long term exposure to the same environmental stresses. It is shown that the test differentiates well between different qualities of lamination.

The absolute minimum force to withstand is the peel strength exerted by the junction box, which is in the order of 20g/cm. Traditional tests do not really identify cases that are potential failures in the gravity test. There are some additional loads that may be exerted to stress the durability of backsheets, such as cables dangling off them, cable holders being glued to the back of the module or installers picking up modules by the cables. Clearly modules need to survive these without delamination. Thus limiting the tested force to 20g/cm may be a bit too simplistic and one should potentially allow for 50g/cm. However, this limit would give a safety margin but would need to be detailed more by consensus between stakeholders.

The tests demonstrated here were on bespoke samples. The test is just as applicable for large modules where the weights could be attached to the module by gluing them to the back sheets. This should allow to verify high quality lamination during certification testing or ongoing quality assurance during production.
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